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Abstract 
       

Customer lead generation is a crucial and challenging task for online real estate service 

providers. The business model of online real estate service differs from typical B2B or 

B2C e-commerce because it acts like a broker between the real estate companies and the 

potential home buyers. Currently, there is no suitable automatic customer lead generation 

system available for online real estate service providers. This thesis aims at developing a 

systematic solution framework of automatic customer lead generation for online real 

estate service providers. This framework includes data modeling, data integration from 

multiple online web data streams, as well as data mining and system evaluation for lead 

pattern discovery and lead prediction. Extensive experiments were conducted based on a 

case study. The results demonstrate that the proposed approach is able to empower online 

real estate service providers for lead data analysis and automatically generate targeting 

customer leads.  
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
 

1.1 Background and Problem Statement 

Customer leads generation is a crucial and challenging task for online businesses to 

attract customers and improve their services. A customer lead, also referred to as a lead, is 

defined as a potential sales contact, i.e., a potential customer who expresses an interest in 

the company’s products or services [4]. Currently, the leads are produced by a “brute-

force” method which requires tedious manual effort. There is no suitable automatic leads-

generation system readily available which could empower the service provider to quickly 

and easily capture targeted leads. 

  

A recent study shows that almost 80% of home buyers start their home search online [38]. 

Most users visit an online real estate service provider’s website through search engines or 

third-party websites where the provider’s advertisements are posted. While visiting the 

provider’s website, users are exposed to a landing page. A landing page, also referred to 

as a lead capture page, is a web page that is displayed in response to clicking on an 

online advertisement, either on the website of an online real estate service provider or on 

a third-party website. These landing pages may generate leads for online real estate 

service providers, as potential home buyers may leave contact information on them. If a 

user visits the landing page and leaves his/her contact information, the user is then 

considered a lead. On the other hand, if a user leaves the landing page without submitting 

contact information, the user is considered a non-lead. To attract users who turn into leads, 

landing pages are carefully designed regarding text size, style, color, graphics, and so on. 

They also contain various business offers, rewards and information. Generally, several 

landing pages are used to attract various user groups with different interests. The biggest 

challenge is providing the user with the right landing page so that the user can become a 

lead.  
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1.2 Current Solutions and Challenges 

Currently, there are no automatic lead generation tools available for real estate service 

providers. One of the main difficulties is the large volume of data which is distributed 

into several sources. This data needs to be integrated into a single source before 

conducting any analysis. The erroneous data need to be cleaned out and the remaining 

data transformed into a suitable format for data mining tasks that generate leads. Online 

real estate service providers differ from other typical B2B or B2C e-commerce companies 

in that they act as brokers between real estate companies and potential home buyers. 

1.3 Proposed Solution 

Our main goal in this thesis is to provide automatic customer lead generation tools which 

will assist online real estate service providers to quickly and easily capture targeted leads 

in a timely manner. To achieve this goal, a data mining framework is developed to 

analyze customer behavior and the effectiveness of the landing page in converting users 

into leads. 

 

As the first step towards this goal, the current online real estate service provider’s 

business models are studied to establish proper data models, explore possible solution 

options, and develop a framework for data integration and data mining. This system 

automatically generates classification and association rules from the integrated data set of 

the users’ web clicks data on a provider’s website and other associated ads. These rules 

can then be interpreted as guidelines for updating a website’s various landing pages in 

order to increase lead conversions. 

 

The proposed system will be based on advanced machine learning and data mining 

techniques, such as ensemble classification for predicting targets, association rule mining 

on an integrated click-stream, and quantization for improving the predictability of lead 

generation. 

1.4 Thesis Outline 

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents the background studies 
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and literature review. Chapter 3 presents the system architecture of the lead generation 

engine. Chapter 4 describes the data model design and integration based on the activity 

flow of users who use online services for home buying/selling purposes. Chapter 5 

describes the data mining framwork, results and evaluation. Finally, Chapter 6 concludes 

the thesis and describes possible future work. 
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Chapter 2 Literature Review and Background 
 

2.1 Customer Leads 

A customer lead or sales lead is defined as a person or entity that shows interest in 

purchasing a product or service from a provider. It is not a direct sale contact, but rather a 

sales process which usually identifies a potential customer for closing a sale. It is 

typically generated by a business owner or a lead generation company through marketing 

campaigns such as trade fairs, internet marketing, online rewards programs, etc. To 

qualify as a valid customer lead or sales prospect, the lead must fulfill certain conditions 

defined by the provider and need to be evaluated carefully. If a lead eventually makes a 

purchase, this is considered a conversion. In general, there are two types of organizations 

that generate leads. The first type wants to increase sales of their own products and 

organization, so their target is to sell potential leads to business owners. The second type 

of organization that generates leads is generic (i.e., a person signs up for a type of offer, 

instead of a particular provider or brand). In this thesis, the studied business models 

produce generic leads that are eventually sold to prospective buyers. 

 

Automatic lead generation has been studied in the literature for typical B2B and B2C 

types of e-commerce. This includes studies on automatic sales lead generation based on 

web page content for B2B scenarios [28], and studies on lead generation based on online 

customers’ purchasing patterns [24, 42]. An online real estate service provider differs 

from typical B2B or B2C e-commerce companies because it acts like a broker between 

the real estate companies and potential home buyers. To our best knowledge, there is no 

previous research on customer lead generation for online real estate service companies. 

2.2 Business Model of Online Real Estate Service Providers 

An online real estate service provider acts as a broker between potential home 

buyers/sellers and real estate companies. It maintains a website to provide various 

services to home buyers/sellers, and in turn generates customer leads, which it sells to real 

estate companies. Figure 2.1 describes the general business model of an online real estate 

service provider: 
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Figure 2.1 General business model for an online real estate service provider. 

 

Most users visit the online real estate service providers’ website through search engines or 

third-party websites where the providers’ advertisements are posted. While visiting the 

providers’ website, the users are exposed to a landing page. If a user visits the landing 

page and leaves his/her contact information, the user is then considered a lead. On the 

other hand, if a user leaves the landing page without submitting his/her contact 

information, the user is considered a non-lead. 

 

Real estate service providers strive to achieve their mission of increasing the efficiency of 

a customer’s home buying/selling process. They do so by providing useful neighborhood 

information, such as businesses (e.g., grocery stores, coffee shops, restaurants, retail 

stores), childcare services, schools, and local transit information for areas in which the 

customers are considering buying a property. This information also helps determine the 

most appropriate neighborhoods for a customer. The current business model of most real 

estate service providers identifies three types of customers: private potential home 

buyers/sellers, real estate agents, and advertisers. When it comes to real estate agents, the 

real estate service providers equip them with online tools such as neighborhood reports, 

targeted advertising based on search locations, and virtual tours of homes and 

neighborhoods to help them market homes and network with potential online 

homebuyers. 

 

One of the current revenue sources for real estate service providers is advertising. These 

advertisers can be classified into three categories: large housing-related advertisers (e.g., 

Search Engine 
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Company 
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banks, home hardware retailers, mortgage brokers), hyper-local advertisers (e.g., Tim 

Horton’s, Subway) and businesses (e.g., dry cleaners, plumbers), and real estate agents. 

Real estate agents are by far the biggest and most important advertisers on the website. 

However, the cumulative revenue generated from these three sources is much lower than 

what could be gained through lead generation, particularly if real estate companies are 

willing to purchase as many leads as the real estate service providers can produce by 

predicting whether online homebuyers have an intention to perform a revenue-generating 

action. 

2.3 Data Mining of Web Click-Streams 

Web click-stream is the record of a user’s activity when he/she clicks, navigates or 

performs any activity on the website. The user’s actions are logged in the web server 

along with the activity information and the timestamp. The web server logs contain 

various types of information, such as the user’s ip location, browser information, request 

method (i.e., get, post), access time, user’s system information, accessed page information, 

and so on. 

 

Web click-stream data mining, also known as web usage mining in general, involves 

automatically extracting and analyzing useful information and patterns in click-stream 

data. The discovered information can be used to analyze the behavioral patterns and 

profiles of users interacting with a website [20]. The patterns are usually represented as 

associations of pages, objects, or resources which are frequently accessed by groups of 

users with common needs or interests. 

 

In this thesis, web click-stream data is analyzed to create leads and non-leads profiles. 

Association patterns between pages, resources, user activities and time stamps are 

considered to analyze the behavior of leads and non-leads. Associations between landing 

pages and certain lead user groups indicate which landing pages have higher lead 

conversion rates for which group of users. 
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In [35], the web usage mining tool “WebSwift” is described.  This tool collects web data 

from three sources: 1. Server Level Collection; 2. Client Level Collection; and 3. Proxy 

Level Collection. The server level collection is the same as the web server data collection 

described earlier. The client level collection and proxy level collection both depend on 

client preference regarding data sharing. After data collection, it goes through three stages 

of data preprocessing: 1. Usage Preprocessing; 2. Content Preprocessing; and 3. Structure 

Preprocessing. Finally, data mining algorithms are applied to discover patterns within the 

datasets. The system can be used for general purpose data usage, including 

personalization, system improvement, site modification and usage characterization. 

 

In [24], a customer purchasing behavior predictor for online stores is described that uses 

web click-stream data. The system uses variables from four different categories in 

predicting online-purchasing behavior: (1) general click-stream behavior; (2) more 

detailed click-stream information; (3) customer demographics; and (4) historical purchase 

behavior. The results indicate that click-stream behavior is significant when deciding the 

trend to buy. The research also indicates that detailed click-stream variables play vital 

roles in classifying customers according to their online purchase behavior. However, the 

model is designed to target B2C types of consumer, as it predicts only the purchasing 

behavior of a customer. 

 

In [10], a model for website browsing behavior analysis using web click-stream data is 

described. Two major aspects of user behavior are analyzed. The first is the visitor’s 

decision either to continue browsing by submitting an additional page request or to exit 

the site. The second aspect of user behavior that is analyzed is the length of time spent 

viewing each page. It models each browsing decision as a function of user and site 

covariates. The paper also investigated how visit depth (such as duration of page view) 

and repeat visits affect how the users use the site. These two covariates empower the 

model to record the changes in browsing behavior that take place within and across site 

visits. The model also handles some of the limitations of server log data such as 

identifying unique visitors and their multiple sessions.   
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In [42], a system is described that uses web mining for customer behavior pattern 

discovering. The system mainly considers data from web logs and customer-related 

information from an e-commerce site. It includes a web mining template that combine 

both web logs and business data to accomplish data-driven decisions that positively 

influence e-commerce business. The pre-processing of web-click stream data includes 

filtering, selecting, arranging and often creating new variables with the web logs. The 

data mining tasks mainly generate customer buying patterns and association rules of 

visitor traffic among the web pages, and also predict model generation for potential 

customers. To avoid the information avalanche that is characteristic of wide-ranging web 

data, a semantic taxonomy method is introduced to group web pages and discovered 

patterns. 

2.4 Survey on Customer Lead Generation 

A web-based text mining system for customer lead generation from web data is shown in 

[31]. The mining system consists of a data acquisition process that extracts textual data 

from different internet sources, a database server for storing the extracted data, a text 

mining engine that executes query-based requests by users, and an output repository. The 

system searches the prospects matching the business owner’s criteria from the internet 

source, then forwards the gathered prospects’ contact information to the business owner, 

with a link to the original document that verifies the prospects’ interest. If the business 

owner accepts the prospective buyers, the system automatically creates personalized sales 

scripts and direct marketing materials that appeal to the prospects' stated or implied 

interests. It then verifies inward sales and marketing components by applying data and 

text mining to generate profiles of the business’s most profitable customers. Finally, it 

cross-references and matches the customer profiles with generated leads to create more 

efficient marketing and sales presentations. 

 

In [32], a web-based lead generator system is developed for business enterprises that 

maintain e-commerce web sites. The system is described as an application service system 

that uses a pre-emptive profiling process to search the Internet to obtain email address of 

potential buyers. It uses the client-provided criteria to search Internet postings for 
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prospective buyers who are discussing products or services that are related to the client’s 

business offerings. The major data sources include Internet news groups, web-based 

discussion forums, email lists, web content of various websites, etc. This data is used to 

create purchasing profiles of a customer. The profile information and the capture 

information are used to direct sales or permission-based email opt-in. A general overview 

of the system is provided in Figure 2.2. 

 

Figure 2.2 Overview of a web-based lead generator system. 

 

In [28], an automatic sales lead generation process from web data is described. The paper 

presents a system called ETAP (Electronic Trigger Alert Program) that extracts trigger 

events from web data to discover prospective buyers or leads. Trigger events are defined 

according to corporate relevance and company’s interest to purchase new products 

associated with these events, such as change in management, revenue growth, and 

mergers and acquisitions. Unlike other lead generation methods, the system is suited for 

identification of prospective companies as opposed to the identification of individual 

buyers, making it suitable for B2B (business to business) scenarios. This system gathers 

information or identifies trigger events from web pages data/content, instead of analyzing 
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the user activity while visiting a site. Thus, ETAP assists in prioritizing target companies 

that need to be approached, rather than targeting a customer. A general overview of the 

system is provided in Figure 2.3. 

 

Figure 2.3 Overview of ETAP system. 

 

BuyerZone [49] is an online marketplace for B2B buying. It provides a lead generation 

system to connect buyers that are searching for particular products or services with 

various businesses that will be able to satisfy their requirements. Customers provide 

details about their interests and the purchases that they aim to finalize, and BuyerZone 

then forwards them to a set of available vendors considered the most appropriate for the 

customer. From there, the customer and possible vendors can work out a finalized offer, 

which includes a list of service and other fees. Advantages for customers include price 

quotes, and shopping options for the best prices as they receive multiple offers from 

various vendors. In turn, vendors get a source for proved and fresh targeted leads. 

 

There are many CRM software packages that also support customer lead generation.  

Oracle’s PeopleSoft Enterprise Online Marketing [43] includes a lead generation system 

for marketing organizations. It mainly uses web forms and surveys to obtain customer 
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information and update customer profiles in order to personalize direct marketing 

communications. It also obtains, increases, and detains the most imperative customers, 

and communicates via email and web-based services. Its automated content for more 

pertinent offers and messages increases user response and conversion rates. Ultimately, 

the product offers to improve the quality of leads through imitated, prescheduled contact 

with prospects and customers. 

 

SAP CRM 7.0 [44] provides a lead generation process in order to predict the level of 

significance shown by business partners, with an aim to convert these leads into real 

customers. It provides mainly two aspects for generating leads:  outbound and inbound. In 

an outbound scenario, the company is industrious in building a connection with business 

partners. Leads are usually produced after a marketing campaign and as the result of 

activities targeted for the campaign. In an inbound scenario, a prospect is communicated 

with via media such as telephone, E-mail, or fax. If this prospect presents any interest in a 

certain product, the associate employee can create a lead.  If leads need to be produced 

immediately from a campaign, an additional campaign module needs be added, to which 

are also allocated the target groups comprising those prospects for which leads are to be 

generated. 

 

SAS CRM [45] solution provides lead prediction tools to: enhance profit by providing the 

business to cross-sell and up-sell more efficiently; predict the most prospects and 

customers who are interested in buying a particular product or service; discover potential 

customers and grow long-term relationships; and augment brand awareness by providing 

well-focused communications. In addition, the solutions minimize the costs by providing 

the business with the ability to target campaigns more precisely and minimize customer 

support requirements. As well, the solutions also remove the cost of acquiring new 

customers and provide different types of communication to high-value and low-value 

customers. 

 

IBM Unica Lead [46] captures, authorizes, orders and assigns leads. It enables marketers 

to effectively notify and provide leads to relevant departments and agents. It also provides 
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a dashboard to monitor their disposition and measure results from past leads, and assists 

marketers to enhance lead close rates to increase the return on investment (ROI) of lead 

generation marketing. As well, it enhances the point-to-point lead tracking process and 

minimizes the crucial gap between marketing and sales. 

 

ActiveConversion [47] provides qualified leads to sales forces, producing significantly 

increased sales. Its marketing intelligence presents sales teams to prospects and visitors, 

discovering business and individual contacts. It has a scoring system to rank the leads by 

analyzing certain factors set by the marketers. Periodic updates of important leads help 

sales teams to learn about the most active prospects discovered from the website. It 

accelerates the sales cycle and removes the necessity of cold calling. It also integrates the 

website with Salesforce.com, Jigsaw, Google, and so on, to enhance demand generation, 

lead nurturing, and management. 

 

Marketo [48] provides on-demand lead generation software for B2B marketing 

professionals to discover leads that are ready for sales. It also automatically brings up the 

rest of the prospects that represent future possibility but are not yet ready to be involved 

in an active buying process. It transforms website traffic into leads providing targeted 

pages and content. It ranks fresh inquiries to automatically discover the most important 

customer leads, and also develops new inquiries into prompted sales leads using 

appropriate and personalized campaigns. 

 

All of the discussed lead generation systems are built targeting B2C or B2B scenarios. 

This targeting facilitates the lead generation process by improving marketing and sales 

strategies. To our best knowledge, there is no suitable automatic lead-generation system 

readily available which could empower the online real estate service provider to quickly 

and easily capture targeted leads. 
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2.5 Related Data Mining Techniques 

2.5.1 Classification Algorithms 

Classification is the task of mapping a new data object into one of several predefined 

classes of a predetermined target. In the web application domain, this technique can be 

used to identify whether a user’s profile belongs to a particular class or category. In this 

thesis, the goal of classification is to build user profiles belonging to lead user groups or 

non-lead user groups. 

 

Because of its human readable and easily interpretable output, the most commonly used 

classification algorithm is decision tree learning. Decision tree generates a model for 

predicting a value of a target variable by analyzing other relevant input variables. This 

algorithm can be divided into two types. The first is a classification tree that classifies the 

target variable into several classes such as, for instance, weather forecast. The second 

type of algorithm is the regression tree, which predicts numerical values for the target 

variable, such as the price of a product. Figure 2.6 shows an example of a decision tree 

that predicts playing conditions based on the provided weather forecast. 

 

Figure 2.4 Example of Decision Tree. 

 

Decision tree algorithms have advantages over other classification algorithms like k-
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nearest neighbor, neural networks or Bayesian networks. For instance, decision tree takes 

minimal data preparation time and can handle both numerical and categorical data, 

making it suitable for the dataset used in this thesis. 

 

There are many decision tree algorithms available, most notably ID3 [26], C4.5 [25] and 

C5.0. C4.5, which originated from ID3, is probably the most commonly used decision 

tree learning algorithm, with C5.0 being its successor. Surveys in [39] show slight 

differences but negligible improvements between C4.5 and C5.0. These two algorithms 

show similar performance, except the size of the induced trees is significantly reduced 

when a pruning strategy is adopted, but the same effect can often be achieved by 

adjusting C4.5 pruning parameters. 

2.5.1.1 ID3 Algorithm 

ID3 is a simple decision tree learning greedy algorithm which generates decision trees 

from a fixed set of data in a top-down, recursive, divide-and-conquer manner. The major 

disadvantages of this algorithm are that the attributes must be categorical and continuous-

valued attributes must be discretized in advance. The general algorithm properties 

building decision trees can be presented in the following paragraph [15]: 

       

 The tree begins with a single node consisting of all the training samples. 

 It uses an entropy-based measure, information gain [13] as a heuristic to find the 

attribute with most information to separate the samples into individual classes. This 

attribute is then set as the test attribute at the node. 

 It uses the same procedure iteratively to create the sub-trees based on the samples at 

each partition. Any attribute selected for a node should be removed from the test-

attribute-list so that it will not be considered in any of the node’s descendents. 

 The iteratively partitioning procedure halts only when any of the following conditions 

occur: 

o If all of the samples for a given node pertain to the same target class. 

o If there are no more attributes by which the samples may be further divided.  

o If there are no more samples for the branch test-attribute. 
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2.5.1.2 C4.5 Algorithm 

C4.5 [25] is the most widely used decision tree learning algorithm and is an extension of 

the ID3 [26] algorithm. Both C4.5 and ID3 are divide-and-conquer greedy algorithms that 

use hill-climbing search techniques and Information Gain [13] measures to search 

through the decision tree’s space. The major advantages of C4.5 over ID3 are listed below: 

 

 It can handle both continuous and discrete attributes. To handle continuous 

attributes, it creates a maximum value and then divides the list into attribute 

values that are above the maximum value and those that are less than or equal to it 

[27]. 

 Handling training data with missing attribute values. 

 It also shows robust performance in the presence of noisy data, and avoids over 

fitting. 

 Post pruning: Once the decision tree has been created, it goes back through the 

tree and removes non-performing subtrees by replacing them with leaf nodes. 

 It converts decision trees to rules. 

2.5.2 Association Rule Mining Algorithms 

In data mining, association rule generation is a method for discovering interesting 

relationships among various item sets in a dataset. In this thesis, the expected output from 

association rule mining is relationships among the item sets of the user activities, landing 

pages, demographic information, and the company’s advertisements. 

 

Association rules are presented in the form of X => Y where X and Y are two disjointed 

subsets of all available items. X is called the antecedent or LHS (left-hand side), and Y is 

called the consequent or RHS (right-hand side).  

 

The association rule mining procedure can be divided into two parts: generating frequent 

item sets, and then applying the interestingness measure to generate final rules. The 

support rate is the most commonly used measure to generate frequent item sets. 
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• Support rate of  frequent item sets ( X, Y): 

– The percentage of instances in datasets containing both X and Y. 

– The support rate, also called supp, is the probability that a transaction 

contains both X and Y, i.e., P(XY). 

 Different algorithms for generating frequent itemsets are described as follows: 

2.5.2.1 Apriori  

Apriori is a classic data mining algorithm for generating association rules first described 

in [2]. The algorithm mainly follows one principle to generate frequent item sets, which is 

that any subset of a frequent item set is frequent. In other words, if there is any item set 

which is infrequent, its superset should not be generated for testing. 

 

Method: 

–generate length (k+1) candidate item sets from length k frequent item sets only, 

and 

–test the (k+1) candidates against the DB. 

 

Any subset of a frequent item set must be frequent 

–If {A, B, C} is frequent, so is its subsets, such as {A,B},{A,C}, etc., since every 

transaction having {A, B, C} also contains {A,B},{A,C}, {B,C}, {A},{B},{C}. 

Apriori uses breadth-first search and a tree structure to count candidate item sets 

efficiently. However, it also has a few inefficiencies. For example, the algorithm attempts 

to load up the candidate set with as many as possible before each scan to generate large 

numbers of subsets.  

2.5.2.2 Eclat  

The eclat association rule mining algorithm, described in [40, 41], uses the structural 

properties of frequent item sets to alleviate fast discovery. First, the items are organized 

into a subset lattice search space, which is decomposed into small independent sub 

lattices and can be solved in memory. Then the lattice traversal techniques are applied to 

quickly identify all of the long frequent item sets and their subsets. The algorithm also 

uses various database schemes merged with the decomposition and traversal techniques. 
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For every item, a list of transaction ids is stored where the item occurs (called a tidlist), 

and for every itemset’s tidlist equals the intersection of the tidlists of two of its subsets. 

Figure 2.3 shows the tidlist generating procedure: 

 

Figure 2.5 Generating tidlists for item sets. 

2.5.2.3 FPGrowth  

FP-growth was  proposed in [16]. FP-growth is the first association rule mining algorithm 

that does not follow the candidate set generation and test approach, such as Apriori-based 

algorithms. The efficiency of the algorithm is addressed mainly based on three techniques. 

The first technique is the input database, which is compressed into a concentrated and 

smaller data structure called the FP-tree, as shown in Figure 2.4.  
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Figure 2.6 Database storing procedure in FP-tree. 

 

This tree is used for subsequent database scans to avoid costly and repeated database scan 

of the original. The second technique is a frequent pattern growth method used to evade 

the expensive generation of a large number of candidate sets. The third and last technique 

is a partitioning-based, divide-and-conquer method to disintegrate the mining task into a 

set of smaller tasks for mining restricted patterns in conditional databases. This third 

technique proved to reduce the search space.  

2.5.2.3 SaM 

SaM, a split and merge algorithm for frequent item set mining, is described in [5, 6, 7]. 

One of the major advantages of this algorithm is the simple data structure and processing 

scheme which make it easy to execute, especially when a large volume of data sets cannot 

be loaded into the main memory. The algorithm first decide the frequencies of each items 

from the input database in order to remove infrequent items immediately. The frequent 

items in each transaction are then sorted, according to their frequency, in the database, 

since processing the items in the order of increasing frequency usually take the shortest 

execution times. After that, transactions are sorted lexicographically into descending 

order, the item with the higher frequency preceding the item with the lower frequency. 

Lastly, the data structure on which SaM functions is constructed by merging similar 

transactions and setting up an array, in which every item composed of two fields: an 

occurrence counter and a pointer to the sorted transaction. This data structure is then 

processed recursively to find the frequent item sets. 

2.5.3 Interestingness Measures of Association Rules 

Association algorithms can generate a large volume of patterns from the datasets, most of 

which are of no interest to domain experts. To remove the uninteresting rules, 

interestingness measure techniques are applied to the result sets [14]. The classic research 

contained in [23] describes the usages of different measures of interestingness in 

analyzing and presenting strong rules discovered in databases. Interestingness measures 

use statistically derived from datasets to determine whether a pattern is interesting or not. 
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Computing Interestingness Measure: Information needed to compute interestingness of 

a rule X  Y can be obtained from a contingency table, as shown in the following figure: 

 

       

                 

                     

 

Figure 2.7 A 2-way contingency table for variable X and Y. 

 

Here, P(X, Y) is equivalent to the support of (X,Y). The contingency table can be used to 

define various interestingness measures such as Confidence, Lift, Gini, J-measure, etc.  

 

Confidence [2] is a measure of the conditional probability that a transaction having X 

also contains Y. In probability notation, it can be expressed as  

       . 

 

 Ф-coefficient [3] is a measure of the correlation (linear dependence) between two 

variables, X and Y. It is mainly used as a measure of the strength of linear dependence 

between two variables. In probability notation, it can be expressed as  

                  

                      
 

 

IS Measure or Cosine similarity [37] is a measure of similarity between two sets by 

measuring the cosine of the angle between them.  This is an alternative measure that is 

commonly used for handling asymmetric binary variables. In probability notation, it can 

be expressed as   
      

           
 

 

Lift [12] measure is equivalent to the ratio of the confidence of the rule and the expected 

confidence of the rule. In probability notation, it can be expressed as  
      

         
. 
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The odds ratio [22] measure is used to calculate the strength of association or non-

independence between two binary data values. It is used as a descriptive statistic, and 

plays an important role in logistic regression. In probability notation, it can be expressed 

as  
               

               
   

 

Cohen's kappa coefficient [36] is a statistical measure of inter-rater agreement or for 

qualitative (categorical) items. In probability notation, it can be expressed as 

                                   

                           
     

 

J-measure [34] is a single criterion which evaluates both applicability and accuracy with 

various desirable properties. In probability notation, it can be expressed as  

             
     

    
               

       

     
  . 

 

Gini coefficient [8] is a measure of statistical dispersion or the inequality of a distribution. 

In probability notation, it can be expressed as 

                                                                           

 

Laplace [11] measure can be defined as the expected value of the absolute value of the 

difference between a random variable and its mean. In probability notation, it can be 

expressed as  
         

       
     

 

Conviction [9] can be interpreted as the ratio of the expected frequency that X occurs 

without Y (that is to say, the frequency that the rule makes an incorrect prediction) if X 

and Y were independently divided by the observed frequency of incorrect predictions. In 

probability notation, it can be expressed as 
         

       
 

 

Piatetsky-Shapiro’s [23] described measure is mainly based on three simple rules. 

Firstly, Rule Interestingness = 0 if Support (A,B) = Support (A) x Support(B). Secondly, 
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Rule Interestingness monotonically increases with Support (A,B) when other parameters 

are fixed. Thirdly, Rule Interestingness monotonically decreases with Support (A) and 

Support (B), when other parameters are fixed. In probability notation, it can be expressed 

as                      

 

Certainty [33] measure is similar to conditional probabilities, but rather than representing 

the degree of probability of an outcome, they represent a measure of belief in the outcome. 

In probability notation, it can be expressed as  

           

      
   

 

The added value [30] of the rule X→Y is the measure of whether the proportions of 

transactions containing Y among the transactions containing X are greater than the 

proportion of transactions containing Y among all transactions. In probability notation, it 

can be expressed as 

            . 

 

Collective strength [1] measure uses the violation rate for an item set which is the 

fraction of transactions which contains some, but not all, items of the item set. The 

violation rate is compared to the expected violation rate under independence. Collective 

strength is downward closed. In probability notation, it can be expressed as 

  
             

                    
    

                      

               
  . 

 

Jaccard’s [29] measure, also known as the Jaccard similarity coefficient, is a statistic 

used for comparing the similarity and diversity of sample sets. In probability notation, it 

can be expressed as  
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Chapter 3 Methodology and System Architecture 
 

In this chapter, the methodology and the overall system architecture for customer lead 

generation is described. The approaches and algorithms are discussed in detail for each 

module of the system. 

3.1 System Architecture 

Figure 3.1 illustrates the overall work flow of the system, which consists of three major 

modules, as follows:  

 

1. Web Click-Stream Data Pre-Processing: 

1. Data Cleaning. 

2. Session Identification. 

3. Data Modeling. 

4. Data Integration. 

5. Data Transformation. 

2. Data Mining: 

1. Association Rules Generation. 

2. Classification. 

3. Pattern Analysis: 

1. Pattern Filtering. 

2. Aggregation. 

3. Characterization. 

3.2 Web Click-Stream Data Pre-Processing 

The system first gathers all available data sources. The primary data sources used in this 

system are the server log files, which include web server access logs and application 

server logs. Additional data sources, essential for both data preparation and pattern 

discovery, include the site files and meta-data, operational databases, application 

templates, and domain knowledge. After gathering data from all of the required sources, 

the web data will go through a pre-processing phase in which it removes all irrelevant and 
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redundant data. Next, the user session is identified to group together all of a single user’s 

information into a single object. Subsequently, data modeling is conducted, which mainly 

involves identifying relevant dataset(s) by analyzing user activity, dividing user groups, 

and performing data integration. 

 

 

Figure 3.1 System architecture. 
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Following the pre-processing phase, the data will be formatted appropriately according to 

the application. Then, the log data will be converted into a form suitable for a specific 

data-mining task. This transformation will be accomplished according to the transaction 

model for that particular task (i.e., classification or association rule mining). The steps of 

data pre-processing, including data modeling and data integration, are described in detail 

in Chapter 4.  

3.2 Data Mining 

After data pre-processing, the final pre-processed data sets are stored in the database, and 

then the data mining algorithms are applied on the data sets to discover rules and patterns 

from item sets. In this thesis, two categories of data mining techniques are used: 

Classification and Association rule mining.  

3.2.1 Classification Algorithm 

C4.5 is the most widely used decision tree learning algorithm. It applies a divide-and-

conquer, hill-climbing search technique using Information Gain [13] measures to search 

through the space of a decision tree. The general algorithm for building decision trees can 

be presented in the following pseudo code [19]: 

 

Input: Training Samples 

Output: A Decision Tree 

 

1. Check for base cases 

- If all of the samples in the list belong to the same class, it simply creates a leaf 

node representing that class for the decision tree. 

- If none of the attributes provide any information gain, it creates a decision 

node at the top of the tree using the desired value of the class. 

2. For each attribute att. 

- Find the normalized information gain from splitting on att. 

3. Let att1 be the attribute with the highest normalized information gain. 

4. Create a decision node that splits on att1. 
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5. Recurse on the sublists obtained by splitting on att1, and add those nodes as 

children of node. 

3.2.2 Association Rule Mining Algorithms 

Apriori: Apriori is the best known basic algorithm for generating frequent item sets from 

a set of transactions. It utilizes the breadth-first search technique and a hierarchical tree 

structure to generate frequent item sets. It mainly follows the key rule:  

 Frequent Itemset Property: Any subset of a frequent itemset is frequent. 

 Contrapositive: If an itemset is not frequent, none of its super sets is frequent. 

In other words, if {A, B, C} is frequent, so should any of its subsets be, such as {A,B}, 

{A,C}, etc., since every transaction having {A, B, C} also contains {A,B}, {A,C}, {B,C}, 

{A}, {B}, {C}. 

 

Apriori candidate generation and test approach: 

1. First, scan DB once to get frequent 1-itemsets. 

2. Generate length (k+1) candidate itemsets from length k frequent itemsets. 

3. Test the candidates against DB (pruning). 

4. Terminate when no frequent or candidate set can be generated. 

 

The Apriori algorithm for generating frequent item sets can be presented in the following 

pseudo code [17]: 

 
Input: Database D, min_supp 

Output: L, frequent item sets in D 

 

Ck : Candidate item set of size k; 

Lk: frequent item set of size k; 

L1= frequent_1-item sets (D, min_supp); 

for(k= 2; Lk-1 !=Ø; k++) { // search in order 

Ck= apriori_gen(Lk-1); // candidates generation 

for each transaction t Ɛ D  

{  

   // scan D for counts (candidate testing) 

   Ct= subset(Ck, t); // candidate subsets foreach candidate c Ɛ Ct 

   c.count++;  

} 
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Lk= {c Ɛ Ck \c.count≥ min_supp} 

} 

return ∪k Lk; 

 

Eclat: Eclat algorithms make use of the structural properties of frequent itemsets to 

alleviate fast discovery. At the beginning, the algorithm organizes the items into a subset 

lattice search space, which is decomposed into small independent sub lattices and can be 

solved in memory. After that, the lattice traversal techniques are applied to quickly 

identify all of the long frequent itemsets and their subsets [40, 41]. Before describing the 

details of the algorithm, some basic lattice theory terminology is explained here, which 

form the key techniques for itemset enumeration:  

  

Let P be a set. A partial order on P is a binary relation ≤ , such that for all          , the 

relation is: 

1. Reflexive:    . 

2. Anti-symmetric:                          

3. Transitive:                              

 

The set P with the relation ≤  is called an ordered set. Let L be an ordered set. L is called 

a join (meet) semilattice if          exists for all        . L is called a lattice if it is 

both a join and meet semilattice, i.e., if     and     exist for all pairs of elements 

     . L is a complete lattice if    and    exist for all subsets    . An ordered set     

is a sublattice of L, if       implies       and      . 

 

For set S, the ordered set     ,  the power set of S, is a complete lattice in which join and 

meet are given by union and intersection, respectively 

                
   

                          

   

  

Let us assume the power set lattice P(I) of the set of items in an example database 

                 It should be noted that the set of all frequent itemsets forms a meet 

semilattice, as it is closed under the meet operation, i.e., for any frequent itemsets X, and 
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Y,      is also frequent. Conversely, it does not form a join semilattice, since X and Y 

being frequent does not imply     is frequent. Thus, all subsets of frequent itemsets are 

frequent, which is a result of the closure under meet operation for the set of frequent 

itemsets. Consequently, all supersets of an infrequent itemset are infrequent. This remark 

build the foundation of a intense pruning strategy in a bottom-up search method for 

frequent itemsets. To be specific, only the frequent itemsets found at the previous level 

need to be extended as candidates for the current level. However, the lattice formulation 

indicates that it needs to be limited to a purely bottom-up search, as the maximum 

frequent itemsets exclusively define all frequent itemsets. This remark indicates that 

the main objective should be to devise a search procedure that quickly identifies the 

maximal frequent itemsets. 

 

Lattice decomposition using Prefix-Based classes: If there were sufficient primary 

memory, all of the frequent itemsets could be enumerated by traversing the power set 

lattice, and itemset supports could be calculated by performing intersections. However, in 

practice, primary memory is limited, which might not be sufficient for all of the 

intermediate generated tidlists. To solve this problem, the original lattice is fractionated 

into smaller pieces such that each portion can be solved independently in the main-

memory. The lattice decomposition process is described in the following paragraph: 

 

Let P be a set. An equivalence relation on P is a binary relation    such that for all 

           , the relation is: 

1. Reflexive:      . 

2. Symmetric:       implies      . 

3. Transitive:       and      , implies      . 

 

The equivalence relation partitions the set P into disjoint subsets called equivalence 

classes. The equivalence class of an element       is given as                        .  

If a function is defined as                    where                      the k length prefix 

of X  , then an equivalence relation  θk on the lattice P(I) can be defined as follows: 
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Here, θk is called a prefix-based equivalence relation. In practice, the one-level 

decomposition provoked by θ1 is satisfactory. However, in some cases, a class may still 

be too large to be solved in primary memory. In that case, a recursive class decomposition 

is applied. For example, if       is too large to fit in main memory, as     is itself a binary 

lattice, it can be disintegrated using θ2. The resulting set of classes are              , 

so each class can be solved independently, and it can be solved in reverse lexicographic 

order to enable subset pruning. Moreover, the large class can be recursively partitioned 

into smaller ones until each class is sufficiently small to be solved independently in 

primary memory. 

 

Bottom-Up frequent itemsets search: The bottom-up search is based on a recursive 

disintegration of each class into smaller classes provoked by the equivalence relation θk. 

The equivalence class lattice can be traversed in either depth-first or breadth-first manner. 

To compute the support of  itemset, the tidlists can be divide into two of its subsets at the 

previous level. Since the search is breadth-first, this technique enumerates all frequent 

itemsets. 

 

FP Growth: FP-growth is the first association rule mining algorithm which does not 

follow the candidate set generation and test approach, like Apriori-based algorithms. At 

the outset, the algorithm builds a compressed data structure called the frequent pattern 

tree, which is an additional prefix-tree structure storing quantitative data regarding 

frequent patterns [16]. The properties of the FP-tree are as described in the following 

paragraph: 

 

1. The FP tree is composed of mainly three components: A root with “null” value; a set of 

item prefix subtrees as the descendant of the root; and a header table for frequent items. 

 

2. Each node contains three components: node link, item-name and count. Node link 

connects to the following node with the same item name, item-name shows which item 

this node represents, and count represents the total number of transactions that occurred 

by the segment of the path reaching this node. 
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3. Each object of the frequent-item header table contains two fields: item name and an 

index that points to the first node in the FP-tree carrying the item-name. 

 

The tree nodes are designed in such a way that more frequently occurring nodes are 

preferred to share nodes than less frequently occurring ones. This method confirms that 

the tree structure is compressed and informative. The experiments show that this kind of 

tree is compressed, and that the relative size of the tree is often smaller than the original 

database. The mining algorithm only requires to operate on the FP-tree rather than the 

original database. 

 

After generating the FP-tree, a pattern fragment growth mining procedure is constructed. 

The procedure begins from a frequent length-1 pattern that checks only its conditional 

pattern base; from there, it builds its FP-tree and applies mining recursively. The pattern 

growth is attained by joining the suffix pattern with the newly generated pattern growth 

from a conditional FP-tree. The pattern growth ensures the completeness of the result, as 

the frequent itemset in any object is always embedded in the associated path of the 

frequent-pattern trees. The main functions of mining are count collection and prefix path 

count fixing, which are generally less expensive than candidate generation and pattern 

matching functions conducted in most Apriori-based algorithms.  

 

At the end, the search technique developed for mining is a partitioning-based, divide-and-

conquer method instead of a candidate-generation of frequent itemsets. This technique 

impressively decreases the size of provisional pattern bases and the corresponding 

conditional FP-tree. In addition, it overcomes the issue of finding large frequent patterns 

by seeking smaller ones and then joining the suffix. Instead, it uses the minimum frequent 

items as suffix, which provides effective selectivity. All of these methods help in 

achieving considerable decrease of search costs. 
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SaM: One of the major advantages of this algorithm is the simple data structure and 

processing scheme which makes it easy to execute, especially when a large volume of 

data sets cannot be loaded into the main memory.  

 

Figure 2.4 shows the basic operations of the SaM algorithm to build the simplified data 

structure from a transactional database. Step 1 shows the original database. In step 2, the 

algorithm first determines the total occurrence of each items from the input database in 

order to discard infrequent items immediately. In step 3, the frequent items in each 

transaction are sorted according to their frequency in the database, since processing the 

items in the order of increasing frequency generally takes the least execution times. In 

step 4, transactions are ordered lexicographically into descending order, with item 

comparisons again being decided by item frequency (items with higher frequency 

preceding items with lower frequency). Lastly, the data structure on which SaM functions 

is constructed by merging similar transactions and setting up an array, in which every 

element contains two fields: an occurrence counter and a pointer to the sorted transaction.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.2 The basic operations of the SaM algorithm. 

 

This data structure is then processed recursively to find the frequent item sets. The basic 

operations of the recursive process follow the general depth-first or divide-and-conquer 

scheme. In the split step, the data structure is split with respect to the leading item of the 

first transaction. All instances referring to transactions starting with this item are moved 

to a new array. In this stage, the pointer to the transaction is forwarded by one item, so 
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that the common leading item is “removed” from all transactions. Certainly, this new 

array substitute the provisional database of the first sub-problem, which is then function 

recursively to find all of the frequent items sets containing the split item. 

 

The provisional database for frequent item sets which does not contain the split item can 

be generated with a simple merge step. The generated new array and the rest of the 

original array are merged with a method which is nearly similar to one phase of the well-

known merge sort algorithm. Since both arrays are lexicographically sorted, one merging 

traversal is enough to create a lexicographically-sorted merged array. The only variance 

to a merge sort phase is that equal transactions are merged. As a result, there is constantly 

just one instance of each transaction, while its number of occurrences is kept in the 

frequency counter. The array for the divided database can be used again after the 

recursion for the split with respect to the next item. As a result, each recursion step only 

needs to allocate one new array, with a size that is limited to the size of the input array of 

that recursion step. 

 

At the end, the algorithm uses only a simple array to construct the data structure, and the 

algorithm can be simply implemented to operate on any storage or a relational database 

system. There no need to load the transactions into a main memory and even the array 

may be easily stored as a simple table in a relational database. 

3.3 Pattern Analysis 

Finally, after discovering hidden common patterns among data items, the domain 

knowledge will be used to evaluate the newly discovered knowledge. Two main 

categories of knowledge are generated from the data mining: decision tree and association 

rule mining. The decision tree classifies the users into two groups: lead and non-lead. The 

rules generated from the decision tree will help delineate the behavioral pattern of lead 

and non-lead users. On the other hand, association rules mining algorithms discover 

interesting patterns among users’ demographic information, web click-stream data and 

visited pages. This pattern provides information about which landing pages are 

performing well in converting lead users and whether there is any particular group of 
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users who are attracted to any particular landing page. In Chapter 5, a broad explanation 

is provided of pattern analysis. 
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Chapter 4 Data Model Design and Data Integration 
 

Data model design is a critical step for data mining. It involves several steps, such as 

analyzing user activity, identifying relevant dataset(s), dividing user groups, and 

integrating data. These procedures will be discussed in this chapter. 

 

Section 4.1 gives an overview of a user’s activity flow in an online real estate service 

provider; section 4.2 gives an overview of the datasets; section 4.3 describes the proposed 

data models; and section 4.4 presents the data integration engine design and 

implementation. 

4.1 User Activity Flow 

This section analyzes the activity flow of users who visit the online real estate service 

provider’s website, including both leads and non-leads. It serves as the basis for designing 

the data models.  

 

In order for users to be considered as potential leads, they must have fulfilled certain 

conditions. For example, web users must have clicked on the provider’s rewards ad or on 

a Google AdWords ad. In general, rewards ads are posted on the homepage of a 

provider’s website. Nevertheless, it should be noted that the ads shown depend on the ip 

location of the users; hence, an ad shown for a user from “Ottawa, Ontario” may not 

necessarily be shown for a user from Halifax, NS. Once a user clicks on a rewards ad, he 

or she is redirected to a “points program” selection page. For the purposes of this 

research, this page will be referred to as the rewards landing page. Finally, users must 

then have filled out the subsequent “Contact Form” after having made a “points program” 

selection, and also agree to be contacted via an agent. Under-performance of these forms 

has been a source of concern for companies, as not all users who reach this page 

successfully complete and submit the form. Figure 4.1 illustrates the assumed user 

navigation and task flow summarizing these conditions. 
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Figure 4.1 User navigation and Task flow. 

 

Web users can also fill out forms in order to be contacted by realtors through ads on real 

estate agent pages, which re-direct the user to a “Realtor match” page. There are also ads 

for visitors to connect with a mortgage broker. 

 

In summary, a user becomes a lead upon filling out a landing page form and successfully 

submitting it. These landing pages are manually generated. Table 4.1 shows examples of 

customer leads. All of these leads provide contact information and show an intention to 

buy or sell property. However, for the purposes of this research, we will be carefully 
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assessing the contact information provided. As noted earlier, a potential customer must 

provide a valid phone number and agree to be contacted by phone in order to qualify as a 

lead. As such, customers who provide non-valid phone numbers, such as “555 555 ----”, 

would not be considered potential leads. 

Table 4.1 Example of customer leads for online real estate service providers. 

Full 

Name 

E-mail Phone City Price 

Range 

Inte

nt 

Prov. Request 

Type 

Program 

Choice 

I

P

  

- --@gmail.com 416 319 ----   Aurora 600-800k buy ON 
Non-points 

Request 
- - 

R. F. --@----.ns.ca 902 660 ---- Amherst - buy NS 

Points 

Section 

Request 

Rewards
1 

N
S 

C.  W. --@yahoo.com 360 441 ---- Sechelt 200-400k buy BC 
Non-points 
Request 

- - 

J.  L. --@----.nb.ca 506 333 ---- Quispamsis - buy NB 

Points 

Section 
Request 

Rewards

1 

N

B 

S. K. --@hotmail.com 905 685 ---- Hamilton 200-400k buy ON 
Non-points 

Request 
- - 

L. M. --@aol.com 905 659 ---- Burlington - buy ON 
Points 
Section 

Request 

Rewards

2 
- 

C. L. --@live.com 604 719 ---- 
North 

Vancouver 
200-400k buy BC 

Points 
Section 

Request 

Rewards

1 
- 

N. D. --@hotmail.com 705 695 ---- Balmertown 200-400k buy ON 
Non-points 

Request 
- - 

S. F. --@sympatico.ca 519 289 ---- Glencoe - buy ON 

Points 

Section 

Request 

Rewards
1 

O
N 

A. P. --@yahoo.ca 555 555 ---- Sarnia <200k buy ON 
Non-points 
Request 

- 
O
N 

C. L. --@----.com 289 237 ---- Hamilton <200k buy ON 
Non-points 

Request 
- 

O

N 

O. N. --@yahoo.com 514 934 ---- Montreal - sell QC 
Points 
Section 

Request 

Rewards

2 
- 

- --@rogers.com 905 303 ---- Alliston 200-400k buy ON 
Non-points 
Request 

- - 

A. L. --@hotmail.com 289 254 ---- Hamilton 200-400k buy ON 
Non-points 

Request 
- 

O

N 

V.  E. --@hotmail.com 604 759 ---- Victoria 800-1000 buy BC 
Points 
Section 

Request 

Rewards

2 

B

C 

 

Certainly, there are many possible challenges that could be encountered during the span 

of this research, such as during the data preparation, cleaning, modeling and integration 

phases. Proper data integration of all available data sources, including various clicks, 

viewed pages and ad key words, and the order and time information of click sequences 

into a uniform structure for mining the statistics patterns, is crucial. 

Figure 4.2 shows a finite state machine model of the user activity flow.  It includes all 
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possible visiting paths for online customers. 

 

Figure 4.2 User activity flow. 

 

As shown in Figure 4.2, five states are defined according to the page being visited: 1) 

External Search Engine; 2) Website’s pages (excluding landing page, i.e., example pages 

are: Real Estate Agent, Real Estate Office, Mortgage Broker, Search page, and others); 3) 

Landing Page; 4) Leads and 5) Non Leads. Among the five states, the first three are the 

start states of a user’s visiting path, and the final two states are termination states – 

represented by green circles – of a visiting path. 

 

Users who enter the system from “External Search Engine” are considered being referred 

by the search engine, and users who enter from “Website’s pages” or “Landing Page” are 

considered as direct traffic.  

 

From “External Search Engine”, users may reach one of the website pages by clicking on 

an ad shown on the homepage, or land on the landing page directly by clicking on the 

referral link shown on the search page. Users who are browsing website pages can reach 

the landing page by clicking on the landing page link shown on one of the website pages 

they visit. 
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Leads can only be generated by landing pages, as a result of users filling out the form and 

clicking on “submit”. From any previous state, users may leave the system, as “Non-

Leads”.  

4.1.1 Typical activity flow for lead users 

Figure 4.3 shows the typical activity flow for leads. Users may enter from any of the three 

start states. However, in order to become leads, users must visit the landing page, fill out 

the form, and click “submit”. Therefore, the “Landing Page” state (highlighted in the 

figure) is a required state for being leads. The other 2 states prior to the Landing Page 

estate (External Search Engine and Website’s pages) are optional (shown as dashed 

circles in the figure). 

 

 

Figure 4.3 Typical activity flow for Leads. 

4.1.2 Typical activity flow(s) for non-lead users 

Figure 4.4 shows the typical activity flow for a subset of non-lead users who reached the 

landing page. However, these users may either leave without filling out the form, or abort 

after filling out part of the form, which make them non-leads. 

 

This group of users is the closest to leads, because they did reach the landing page, which 

is the required state for becoming leads. 
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Figure 4.3  Typical activity flow for Non-Leads (Group 1: Reach landing page). 

 

Figure 4.5 shows another subset of non-leads users who did not reach landing page. They 

visited the website either directly or from an external search engine, probably browsed a 

few or several pages on the website, but ended up leaving as non-leads. 

 

 

Figure 4.4 Typical activity flow for Non-Leads (Group 2: Do not reach landing page). 

 

4.2 Description of the Datasets 

In this thesis, a real-life online real estate service provider’s datasets are used. The current 

data repository setup, for the purposes of this thesis, contains nine datasets, which hold 

information for the period January to June 2011. The “seoarchive” dataset contains data 

dealing with search strings users entered on Google and other search engines when 

searching for the company’s website. The “new_tracked_search_items” and 

“new_tracked_searches” contain data pertaining to what users’ actions were while using 

the website. The “new_tracked_search_items” dataset contains search type information 

such as whether a user searched for schools, banks, and other retailers while searching for 
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a home or neighborhood, or which ads were served during this time. The 

“new_tracked_searches” dataset contains more detailed information about each search 

(e.g., search strings, referrer pages, or user agent or browser used). The “agent_ads” 

dataset contains information regarding the ads displayed in the website. The 

“search_counts” dataset contains information regarding the number of searches for a 

particular city; this information is regularly updated but not generally used. The 

“search_engine_referrals” dataset keeps track of all the searches that come to the website. 

The “provinces” and “cities” datasets contain information related to the cities and 

provinces used in a search. In addition, there are two more datasets available: 

user_search_data and user_session_activity. A summary of these datasets is shown on 

Table 4.2. 

 

Table 4.2 Summary of datasets. 

# Name Size #Cases #Fields 

1 Seoarchive 51.4M 100,180 4 

2 search_engine_referrals 52M 163,904 7 

3 search_counts 16k 1,365 2 

4 new_tracked_search_items 81.8M 1,015,332 7 

5 new_tracked_searches 109.1M 349,850 18 

6 new_tracked_items 668.3M 2,197,320 10 

7 agent_ads 53k 222 13 

8 Provinces 12k 13 19 

9 Cities 2M 32,747 6 

 

Table 4.3  Description of fields of datasets. 

Dataset Fields Description 

seoarchive search_engine Google or other search engine. 

 search_string Search string users entered on the search engine. 

 destination_page The page in provider’s website shown as a search 

result (and clicked on by user). 

 timestamp Time and date of access. 

new_tracked_search_

items 

Id Unique identifier (PK). 
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Dataset Fields Description 

 track_search_id Foreign Key from the new_tracked_searches table 

(id). 

 type Type of action taken. Values: 

 - finder: show a selection from the side Finder Menu. 

 - auto finer: means type was preselected via URL . 

 item1 More detailed information related to the type. 

 item2 More detailed information related to the type. 

 city_id Unique identifier for city city being searched. 

 timestamp Time and date of access. 

new_tracked_searche

s 

Id Unique identifier (PK) – (used as FK in 

new_tracked_search_items). 

 user_id Unique identified for a user if they are registered. 

 user_searched Search string the user entered. 

 address Parsed address (if possible). 

 City Parsed city (if possible). 

 province Parsed province (if possible). 

 country Parsed country (if possible). 

 accuracy Map accuracy of data; see Google Geocoder 

Accuracy webpages. 

 Lat Latitude of the location being searched.      

 Lng Longitude of the location being searched. 

 neighborhood_id Foreign Key from neighborhood table (missing table). 

 Ip User’s IP address. 

 referrer Referrer page in provider’s website. 

 user_agent User’s browser when accessing provider’s website. 

 source Realtor partners that drive traffic to company’s 

website. 

 geo_source Who geocoded the address (yahoo, google, etc) 

 status Records if address was geocoded properly or not. 

 timestamp Time and date of access. 

agent_ads Id Unique identifier (PK). 

 city_id Unique identifier for city. 

 province_id Unique identifier for province. 

 user_searched_subst

ring 

Search string entered by user. The rows for this field 

are empty as it is a work around field. 
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Dataset Fields Description 

 name This field contains unique names given to the ad on 

the   web system. 

 url URL of page user is taken to after clicking on ad. 

 image File path to image used in click-ad. 

 agent_id Unique identifier for agents (FK). 

 ad_type Type of ad. Values: SKY, LREC, IPHONE. 

 active Whether ad is active or not, contains a value of 0 (not 

active) or 1 (active). 

 pay_state PAID or UNPAID. 

 creation_date Date ad was created. 

 expiration_date Date ad expires. 

user_search_data search_id Unique id of search string (PK). 

 user_search_string Search string entered by the user on website’s search 

page. 

 City City in which the user is located. 

 province Province in which the user is located. 

 landing_page URL of landing page the user visited. 

 session_id Foreign Key from user_session_activity. 

 lp_version Version of landing page rendered to the user. 

 ad_clicked Ad clicked by the user to arrive at landing page. 

 init_timestamp Timestamp of the user’s entry to the site. 

 ad_click_timestamp Timestamp of the user entry to the rewards landing 

page. 

user_session_activity session_id Unique identified for the user’s session on the 

reward’s page 

 session_activity Activity performed by user on the page. 

 activity_info Information related to the activity. 

 - target area of the landing page. 

 - the user choice upon entering the landing page.  

 - the field, which was changed on the rewards page. 

 - the scroll point when the user is finished (px). 

 - the scroll point when the user is finished (px). 

 - the field in which the error occurred. 

 referrer Referring page for the session (if available). 

 timestamp Time and date in which user performed activity. 
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Dataset Fields Description 

province Id Unique identifies (PK) 

 name Name of province (being searched) 

 short_name Province name abbreviation 

 code Website’s code for the province (not always the same 

as “short_name”) 

 zoom zoom level google map is set to when user looks at 

data from prov. level 

 centre_lat Latitude coordinate for province’s centre 

 centre_lng Longitude coordinate for province’s centre 

 icon_image Name of province’s flag image file 

 icon_lat  

 icon_lng  

 capital Name of province’s capital city 

 capital_lat Latitude coordinate of province’s capital city 

 capital_lng Longitude coordinate of province’s capital city 

 city_xml_file Name of XML file containing the names of cities (of 

that province) 

 population Province’s population 

 national_percentage  

 area Province’s area (calculated in square kilometres) 

 population_density Province’s population density 

cities Id Unique identifier (PK) 

 province_id Unique identifier for provinces 

 county_id Unique identifier for county 

 City Name of city (being searched) 

 Lat Latitude coordinate of city 

 Lng Longitude coordinate of city 

search_engine_referrals Id Unique identifier 

 search_term Search string users entered in the search engine 

 search_domain Search domain 

 country_code Country code 

 landing_page Landing page version 

 referring_url URL of the referring page (search result page at the 

search engine) 

 timestamp Time and date of access. 
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Dataset Fields Description 

search_counts city_id Unique identifier used for city 

 count number of times a particular city has been searched 

for 

4.2.1 Identifying relevant datasets 

The current data repository contains 9 datasets. However, the user activity data are stored 

only in three tables, as shown in Table 4.4. 

Table 4.4 Summary of user activity datasets. 

# Name Size #Cases #Fields 

1 new_tracked_items 668.3M 2,197,320 10 

2 new_tracked_search_items 81.8M 1,015,332 7 

3 new_tracked_searches 109.1M 349,850 18 

 

Among the three datasets, “new_tracked_items” is the most important one. It holds user 

activity information for all users, from all of the website’s pages, including landing pages 

and other pages. The datasets “new_tracked_search_items” and “new_tracked_searches” 

contain activities on the website search page, for users who did a search on the website. 

The schema of the selected three datasets is shown in Figure 4.7 

 

Figure 4.5 Schema of selected datasets. 
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One of the major challenges in designing the data model is that the “new_tracked_items” 

is dynamically generated in such a way that a new data instance is created for every 

different action performed by a user and the properties of a particular instance depends on 

the action of the user (i.e., submitting a form, doing a search, etc). In other words, the 

dataset contains many data instances for one user if the user performs more than one 

action. The “type” field contains the “activity”, according to which “item1” “item2” and 

“item3” fields may contain different types of information. 

 

Note that, in this thesis, we assume that activities that satisfy the following three 

conditions belong to a single user session:  

 

1. IP addresses are the same. 

2. User agents (browsers) are the same. 

3. Occur within five minutes of time frame. 

 

Based on the above conditions, we can extract user sessions from “new_tracked_items”. 

A sample user’s activities are shown in Table 4.4. 

 

As shown in Table 4.5, the user came from an external search engine “bing” (shown in 

“referrer” field of row #1). A realtor text ad was served on the search result page, which 

directed the user to Website’s Real Estate Agent page (row #2 and #3).  After reaching 

the Real Estate Agent page, a “Realtor Match” ad was displayed (row #3), and the user 

eventually reached the landing page version 11 (row #4, #5). The user’s ip location was 

recorded (row #6). Then the user left the landing page without further activities on the 

Website, and returned to the original “bing” search page he came from (row #7, #8, #9). 

Table 4.5 Web-logs of a single user. 

type item1 item2 item3 ip Referrer 

realtor text ad served Ontario Barrie   99.238.233.18 

http://www.bing.c

om/search?q=gail

+wiltse+of+barrie

... 

realtor text ad 

clicked 
Ontario Barrie top 99.238.233.18 

http://www.websi

te.ca/RealEstateA

gent/Ontario/Ba... 
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type item1 item2 item3 ip Referrer 

redirect ad 

.../realtor

Match/O

ntario/Ba

rri... 

text top 99.238.233.18 
.../RealEstateAge

nt/Ontario/Ba... 

landing page 

instance 
  11 by random 99.238.233.18 

.../RealEstateAge

nt/Ontario/Ba... 

sem pa11 page view 32177 
Barrie, 

Ontario 
  99.238.233.18 

.../RealEstateAge

nt/Ontario/Ba... 

sem pa11 iplocation 32177 location 

Oro-

Medonte, 

ON, 

Canada 

99.238.233.18 
.../realtorMatch/O

ntario/Barri... 

realtor text ad served Ontario Barrie   99.238.233.18 

http://www.bing.c

om/search?q=gail

+wiltse+of+barrie

... 

404 /404.html 

.../RealEs

tateAgent

/Ontario/

Ba... 

  99.238.233.18 
.../RealEstateAge

nt/Ontario/Ba... 

realtor text ad served Ontario Barrie   99.238.233.18 

http://www.bing.c

om/search?q=gail

+wiltse+of+barrie

... 

 

Therefore, this dataset is a semi-structured table in which one field may contain different 

types of information, and for one user there might be various numbers of rows associated 

with him or her.  For data mining purposes, we normalized this table, combined all 

information related to one user into one single row, and then only selected a fixed number 

of representative fields, which contain useful information for data mining. 

4.3 Data Model Design 

As mentioned in Section 4.1, user activities on a landing page create more attributes that 

do not exist for users who do not reach the landing page. In order to avoid keeping too 

many empty values in our integrated dataset, we propose two separated data models – one 

for general users (all users who visited any website pages) and one for landing page users 

only (users who reached one of the landing pages).  The reasons are described in the 

following paragraph:  
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1. The “Landing Page” state is the most important state, because all leads are generated 

by this state. Users who reach this state have a much higher possibility of becoming 

leads.  

 

2. Users who reached the landing page have more attributes than other users. For 

instance, they have information pertaining to “landing page version”; users’ 

preferences, such as “price range”, “reward program”, etc; users’ personal 

information, such as “location”, “phone number”, etc., and so on. 

 

3. If we combine the landing page users with all other users who did not reach the 

landing page, we have to keep empty or null values for the landing page-related 

attributes for all of the users who did not reach the landing page, which is a HUGE 

group. Keeping too many empty values makes the dataset unbalanced, which may 

result in the data mining engine not working properly.  

 

Therefore, it is helpful to construct a separate dataset for landing page users and perform 

additional data mining tasks on this dataset. Meanwhile, another dataset will be formed 

for all users, with simplified landing page related attributes, so that the unbalance of 

number of attributes can be avoided, and the unbalance of leads/non-leads can be 

alleviated. 

4.3.1 General user data model 

The general user data model covers all users including both the leads users and the non-

leads users. The purpose of this data model is to form a single integrated dataset, which 

contains all activities of all users, i.e., including who did not reach the landing page, as 

well as the activities of the users prior to reaching any landing page. 

 

Although all landing-page-related fields were removed, we generated an additional field 

“landing page related”, which indicated whether the user eventually reached the landing 

page, whether the user eventually became a lead. This added field was for the purpose of 

differentiating landing-page-users from non-landing-page-users, and differentiating leads 
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from non-leads. Specifically, we used an integer value for the “landing page related” field. 

We assigned the value “-1” for users who did not reach the landing page, “0” for non-

leads users who reached the landing page, and “1” for leads. 

 

The selected features for general user data model are shown in Table 4.6. There are nine 

features for this model. Among these, eight are extracted from the existing datasets, and 

the feature #7 is generated to distinguish all landing page users and leads. The selected 

features fall into four categories: activities before user reached website; activities on 

website; user info; and additional information, such as time stamp, etc. 

Table 4.6 General user data model. 

 

Category  # Features Description 

Before reaching 

Website 

1 referrer to Website referrer page to Website 

2 ad served ad served on referrer page 

3 ad name ad name 

During Visiting 

Website 

4 page view on Website Website page(s) being visited 

5 search address address being searched  

User info 6 IP location IP location of user 

7 landing page related whether the user reached LP, 

whether the user became a lead 

Additional 8 error whether there is an error 

9 time stamp time stamp 

 

4.3.2 Landing page user data model 

For all users who reached the landing page (leads or non-leads), we designed a separate 

data model in order to accommodate the extra landing page related activities, as shown in 

Table 4.7.  
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Table 4.7 Landing page user data model. 

Category  # Features Description 

Before reaching 

Website 

1 referrer to Website referrer page to Website 

2 ad served ad served on referrer page 

3 ad name ad name 

During Visiting 

Website 

4 page view on Website Website page(s) being visited 

5 search address address being searched (Prov.) 

6 referrer to LP referrer page to landing page 

Landing page 

info 

7 LP selection method method of selecting the LP 

8 LP version version of LP 

User info 9 IP location IP location of user (Prov.) 

10 full name name of user 

11 phone phone number of user 

12 email email address of user 

13 intent buy, sell, or don’t know 

14 choice reward programs user choose 

15 hood hood information 

16 price range price range 

Leads or not 17 submit whether user submitted form 

Additional 18 error whether there is an error 

19 time stamp time stamp 

 

A total of 19 features are selected for the landing page user data model, which falls into 

six categories: activities before reaching the website; activities on the website (before 

reaching the landing page); landing page information; user information; leads or not; and 

additional information. 

 

As shown in Table 4.6, most of the features are landing page related features, which do 

not exist for users who did not reach the landing page. Having separate data models can a 

preclude performing data mining tasks on unbalanced datasets.  
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4.4 Data Integration Engine Design and Implementation 

A data mining engine requires a single, integrated dataset. For each of the data models, 

we need to generate an integrated dataset. The integration mainly includes two steps:  

1. Integrate features from different tables into one table. 

2. Integrate multiple rows which are related to one user into one row. 

 

For step 1, because the three selected tables (new_tracked_items, new_tracked_searches, 

and new_tracked_search_items) share a common id, we can use that common id to join 

all tables. 
1
 

 

For step 2, the activities from the same ip address, using the same browser, and within a 

five-minute time frame are considered to be from the same user.  

 

An automated system has been developed using Java programming language, which takes 

the three “user activity” tables (new_tracked_items, new_tracked_search_items, and 

new_tracked_searches) as input and generates a single dataset for data mining purpose 

containing all attributes that we suggested in the data model. The program first connects 

to the website’s local database using JDBC (Java Database Connectivity Driver). Next, it 

reads the input data and processes the data in the flow chart, as shown in Figure 4.8. A 

brief description of the flow chart is given below. 

 

Input: User activity database (new_tracked_items, new_tracked_search_items, and 

new_tracked_searches). 

Output: Integrated pre-processed datasets. 

 

Step 1: All Landing Page visits are identified by querying “sem%page view” as a sub 

string in “type” field. 

 

Step 2: For each Landing Page visit, “item3” attribute is checked to identify whether this 

user has activities on the Website’s Search page or not. If the user has search activities on 

                                                 
1
 Note that only the users who did search on the website appear in the two search tables.  
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the Website’s Search page, all search-related attributes are extracted for this user. If there 

is no search activity performed by the user, the program moves to the next step. 

 

 

Figure 4.6 Flow chart of data integration (for landing page user dataset only). 
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Step 3: User session is identified from “new_tracked_items” using ip, user_agent and 

time_stamp (activities that occurred within a five-minute time frame, from the same ip, 

and using the same browser are considered to be in the same session). 

Step 4: All required attributes for the data model are extracted from each row within the 

session. 

Step 5: All extracted attributes from a session are stored in a new table within a single 

row, where each single row holds data for only one session. 

 

At the end, if all sessions are identified and data extraction is completed, then the pre-

processed integrated  file is generated for data mining purposes. 
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Chapter 5 Data Mining for Automatic Leads Generation 
 

5.1 A Data Mining Framework for Automatic Leads Generation 

As Figure 3.1 shows, the customer lead generation system consists of three subsystems: 

data pre-processing, data mining, and output models evaluation. Data preprocessing has 

been discussed in Chapter 4. This chapter will introduce the core data mining framework. 

As Figure 5.1 shows, the proposed data mining framework consists of two major parts: 

classification and association rule mining. Association rule mining section is divided into 

two modules: Generating Frequent Item sets, and Applying interestingness measure 

techniques to filter uninteresting rules. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.1 A data mining framework for automatic Leads generation. 
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5.2 Association Rules Mining 

Association rules mining, which is one of the widely used, well-researched and proven 

data mining methods, which was first introduced in [2]. It is also used to discover 

interesting and frequent patterns, extract correlations, and find associations among sets of 

items from large scale transactional data. Today’s association rules mining can serve a 

wide range of applications, such as inventory control, risk management, and intrusion 

detection [18]. 

 

In this research, one of the main challenges is to provide effective landing pages to the 

users so that the lead generation may increase. The available web usage data, which is 

generated from user activity during the visit of a website, contains user demographic 

information, landing page information, click-stream data, and users’ final decisions about 

requesting service from the online company. In this case, association rule mining is the 

best-suited data mining method for producing associations between landing pages and 

user activities in order to analyze which landing pages are the most effective for which 

category of users.  

 

At the outset, the framework takes the pre-processed dataset as input and then applies 

association rule mining algorithms to generate rules. The association rule mining 

algorithm generates a large volume of frequent item sets and rules; however, most of the 

rules are not important or interesting to the business owners. To filter out the 

uninteresting rules, interestingness measure techniques (i.e., Gini, Jaccard, Confidence, 

etc.) are applied. The major challenge is to make the framework more effective and 

efficient by finding the best association rule mining algorithm and the right 

interestingness measure technique to remove the uninteresting rules. 

 

Before applying interestingness measure techniques, all possible association rules are 

generated from the frequent item sets with a user-defined threshold. There are many 

algorithms available for association rule mining. In this thesis, four different algorithms 

are used: Apriori, Eclat, FPGrowth and SaM, which are described in detail in Chapter 3. 
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Apriori is a classic algorithm for association rule mining which uses breadth-first search 

on the subset lattice and decides the support of item sets by subset tests. It uses a prefix-

tree structure to count candidate item sets efficiently. While Apriori is quick to implement 

and historically significant, it has been outperformed on almost all datasets by depth-first 

algorithms such as Eclat and FP-Growth. Eclat uses a depth-first search on the subset 

lattice and decides the support of item sets by intersecting transaction lists. Unlike Apriori 

and Eclat, FPGrowth algorithm does not follow the candidate generation process but 

rather represents the transaction database as a prefix tree, which is improved using links 

that arrange the nodes into lists pointing to the same item. Another algorithm known as 

SaM (the shortened form for Split and Merge) uses a combination of a depth-first 

traversal of the subset lattice and a horizontal transaction representation. The strength of 

these algorithms are their simple structures. Basically, the frequent pattern sets can be 

generated by using just a single recursive function and a single array for data structure. 

 

At the second stage of association rules generation, interestingness measure techniques 

are applied to filter the unimportant or uninteresting rules. Table 5.1 shows the list of 

interestingness measure techniques used in this experiment, which are described in detail 

in section 2.5.3. Here, P(X, Y) is equivalent to the support of (X,Y). 

 

Table 5.1 List of interestingness measure techniques. 

Measure Formula Ranges 

Confidence                       [0, 1] 

Ф-

coefficient 

                  

                      
 

[-1, +1] 

IS or  

Cosine 

Measure    

      

           
 

[0, 1] 
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Measure Formula Ranges 

Lift       

         
  [0, ∞] 

The odds 

ratio 

              

              
 

[0, ∞] 

Cohen's 

kappa 

coefficient 

                                   

                           
    

[-1, 1] 

J-measure          max (             
      

    
               

       

     
  , 

                                 
      

    
               

       

     
    

[0, 1] 

Gini 

Coefficient 

                                                                           

                                                                     

[0, 1] 

Laplace 
      

         

       
  
         

       
        [0, 1] 

Conviction 
      

         

       
  

         

       
    

[0.5, ∞] 

Piatetsky-

Shapiro 

                    [-0.25, 0.25] 

Certainty 

Factor 
      

           

      
 
           

      
     [-1, 1] 

The added 

value 

                                   [-0.5, 1] 

Collective 

strength 
 

                

                    
    

                      

                  
  

[0, ∞] 

Jaccard       

                
   [0,1] 
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5.2.1 Experiments of Association Rule Mining 

In this section, experiments are carried out on the landing page dataset described in 

section 4.2. As described in Chapter 3, the raw dataset goes through four phases of pre-

processing: Data cleaning, Session Identification, Data Integration, and Data 

Transformation. The final dataset contain 7350 instances and 19 features. 

 

Two experiments are carried out to compare the effectiveness and efficiency of the data 

mining framework. The first experiment shows a comparison among interestingness 

measures in terms of generating rules at a certain threshold. The second experiment 

shows a comparison of the execution time among the combination of algorithms and 

interestingness measure techniques. 

 

It should be noted here that all of the association rule mining algorithms generate all 

possible frequent item sets at certain support rates, so the output from the association rule 

mining algorithms are the same but vary in execution time. 

 

Two parameters are used for association rule mining. The first parameter is “support rate” 

for generating frequent item sets, and the second parameter is “interesting measure rate” 

for filtering out uninteresting rules. The support rate is set to 10%, as rules with low 

support rates might possess high interesting rates. For interestingness measures, five 

measure rates are used: 5%, 10%, 25%, 50% and 75%.  

5.2.2 Experimental result 

Figures 5.3 and 5.4 illustrate comparisons among interestingness measure techniques in 

terms of total number of rules generated at certain thresholds. 
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Figure 5.2 Comparision among interestingness measures. 
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Figure 5.3 Comparisions among interestingness measures in a single graph. 

 

 

Figure 5.4 Comparisions among selective interestingness measures in a single graph. 
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Figure 5.5 Comparisions among selective interestingness measures in a single graph. 

 

The following figures show the comparison of the execution time among the combination 

of algorithms and interestingness measure techniques with interestingness measure rates 

5%, 10%, 25%, 50% and 75% consecutively. 
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Figure 5.6 Comparison of execution time with a 5% interestingness measure rate.  

 

Figure 5.7 Comparison of  execution time with a 10% interestingness measure rate. 
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Figure 5.8 Comparison of execution time with a 25% interestingness measure rate. 

Figure 5.9 Comparison of execution time with a 50% interestingness measure rate. 
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The first experiment in Figure 5.3, shows that the Kappa measure generates the most 

number of rules at a 50% threshold. The other measures that also show close results are 

Gini, Added Value, Ф-coefficient, and Collective Strength. These four measures will now 

be referred to as Group 1 for the purpose of discussion. On the other hand, Lift, 

Conviction, Laplace, Confidence, Odd ratio, Jaccard, and Certainty measures show sharp 

decreases in generating rules as the measure rate increases. 

 

The second experiment shows the comparison of execution time among the combination 

of algorithms and interestingness measure techniques. Figure 5.6 illustrates that the 

combination of association rule mining algorithms with “Gini” measure have the highest 

execution time at the 5% threshold. Therefore, there is a trade-off between generating 

number of rules and execution time. The combination of FPgrowth and Kappa measure 

shows the lowest execution time among all combinations that include Kappa measure. 

The combination of FPgrowth and Collective strength has the lowest execution time 

among the Group 1 measures. 

 

Figure 5.10 Comparison of execution time with a 75% interestingness measure rate. 
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Figure 5.7 shows the comparison at the 10% threshold, illustrating slightly different 

results from the previous result at the 5% threshold. The combinations of Sam and Ф-

coefficient measure have the highest execution rate. Otherwise, it has similar findings. 

For instance, the FPgrowth and Kappa measure shows the lowest execution time among 

all combinations that include Kappa measure. Also, the combination of FPgrowth and 

Collective strength has the lowest execution time among the Group 1 measures. 

 

The rest of the figures show comparisons at the 25%, 50% and 75% thresholds. The 

results reveal that the combination of FPgrowth and Ф-Coefficient has the lowest 

execution time among the Group 1 measures, and that the combination of FPgrowth and 

Kappa measure shows the lowest execution time among all combination that include the 

Kappa measure. 

 

In summary, the Group 1 measure, which includes the Kappa, Gini, Added Value, Ф-

coefficient and Collective Strength, shows a better performance in terms of generating 

association rules from frequent item sets, and the Kappa measure shows the best  

performance among Group 1 measures.  

 

At the 5% and 10% thresholds, the combination of Kappa and FPGrowth shows the best 

performance in terms of number of rules generation. On the other hand, the combination 

of FPgrowth and Collective strength shows a balanced performance in terms of execution 

time and number of rules.  

 

At the 25%, 50% and 75% thresholds, the combination of Kappa and FPGrowth still 

shows the best performance in terms of number of rules generation. On the other hand, 

the combination of FPgrowth and Ф-coefficient shows a balanced performance in terms 

execution time and number of rules. 

 

5.2.4 Analysis of Association Rules: 

The following results are extracted from the Lead user data set. These rules show the 
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correlation among attributes for Lead user data sets. Table 5.2 summarizes the actions 

that could be suggested based on the association rules. 

Table 5.2 Extracted association rules and the actions or recommendations. 

 

 Association rules Possible recommendations 

1.  pageview=pa11  ==> page_view=page1,  

pricerange=200,  intent=buy  

supp:(1.13%),  conf:(1.0) 

Landing page “pa11” should be 

exposed to the users whose price range 

is below 200k with intention to buy as 

well as visit the “page1” before visiting 

Landing page. 

2 pageview=pa11 ==> address=AB,  

pricerange=200-400,ad_type=ad3  

supp:(3.06%), conf:(0.85)  

Landing page “pa11” should be 

exposed to the users whose price range 

is 200-400k, address is “AB” and visit 

the website through “ad3” 

advertisement. 

3 pageview=pa10  ==> address=ON,  

page_view=page1, ad_type=ad1 

supp:(1.30%), conf:(0.95) 

Landing page “pa10” should be 

exposed to the users whose address is 

“ON” and visit the “page1” through 

“ad1” advertisement. 

4 pageview=pa10 ==> address=BC,  

page_view= page1 supp( 1.67%), 

conf:(0.91) 

Landing page “pa10” should be 

exposed to the users whose address is 

“BC”and visit the web page “page1”. 

5 pageview=pa10, pricerange=200-400,  

intent=buy  ==> page_view=page3    

supp:(4.53%), conf:(0.80) 

Landing page “pa10” should be 

exposed to the users whose price range 

is “200-400k” with buying intention 

and visit the web page “page3”. 

6 pageview=pa6  ==> choice=rewards1   

address=BC supp:(0.75%), conf:(1.0) 

Landing page “pa6” should be exposed 

to the users whose address is “BC” and 

choose the reward option “rewards1”. 

7 pageview=pa6,  address=NL ==> 

pricerange=200  supp: (2.01%), conf:(0.91) 

Landing page “pa6” should be exposed 

to the users whose address is “NL” and 
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price range is below 200k. 

 Association rules Possible recommendations 

8 pageview=pa5  ==> address=AB,  

page_view= page2,  ad_type= ad2 supp: 

(0.63%), conf:(1.0)  

Landing page “pa5” should be exposed 

to the users whose address is “AB” and 

visit the website through advertisement 

version “ad2”.  

9 pageview=pa5  ==> choice=rewards2    

supp: (5.33%), conf:(0.73) 

Landing page “pa5” should be exposed 

to the users who choose the reward 

option “rewards2”. 

 

 

The rules presented here are related to landing page information, as the main objective of 

this framework is to find the most effective landing pages for the various groups of users 

so that leads generation increase. Here, the “pageview” attribute represents the “landing 

page” version number. The first two rules show the information of landing page “pa11”;  

rules no. 3 to 5 show the information of landing page “pa10”;  rules no. 6 to 7 show the 

information of landing page “pa6”; and rules no. 10 to 12 show the information of landing 

page “pa5”. 

 

The first rule shows that the landing page “pa11” has a 100% lead generation rate for the 

users whose intent is buying, whose price range is 200K or less, and who visit the 

website’s page “page1”. The second rule shows that it has a 85% lead generation rate for 

users whose address is “AB”, price range is 200-400K and who visited the site through 

“ad3” advertisement.  

 

The third and fourth rules show that the landing page “pa10” has an above 90% lead 

generation rate for users whose address is “BC” and “ON” and who visited the webpage 

“page1”. The fifth rule shows that it has an 80% lead generation rate for users whose 

intent is buying, whose price range is 200-400K, and who visited the webpage “page3”. 

 

The sixth rule shows that the landing page “pa6” has a 100% lead generation rate for 

users whose address is “BC” and who choose the reward option “reward1”. Rule no. 7 
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shows that the same landing page has a 91% lead generation rate for users whose address 

is “NL” and price range is 200K. 

 

Rule no. 8 shows that the landing page “pa5” has a 100% lead generation rate for users 

whose address is “AB”, who viewed the webpage “page2” and visited the website 

through advertisement “ad2”.  Rule no. 9 shows that it has a 90% lead generation rate for 

users whose intent is buying, whose price range is 200K, and who viewed the webpage 

“page1”. The last rule shows that it has a 73% lead generation rate for users who choose 

the reward option “rewards2”. 

 

5.2.5  The Quality of Association Rules and The Interestingness Measures   

 

The interestingness measure of an association rule can be divided into two categories: 

Subjective and Objective. The subjective measure completely relies on the users’ 

knowledge, goals and beliefs. Users apply their own knowledge to capture the novelty 

and surprisingness of the rules. On the other hand, objective measures are evaluated by 

numerical indexes which depend on data distribution. In this thesis, the scope of 

evaluating the quality of an association rule is limited to objective measures based on 

numerical index. According to experiments on the current datasets, the Ф-coefficient 

measure, which is mainly used as a measure of the strength of linear dependence between 

two variables, and the kappa measure, which is a statistical measure of inter-rater 

agreement or for qualitative (categorical) items, performs better than other interestingness 

measures. However, this observation is based on current data sets and might vary with 

different types of datasets. 

5.3  Classification 

Decision tree is a simple but powerful knowledge representation method of multiple 

variable analysis. It is also robust to noisy data and improves human readability through 

learning disjunctive expressions. Surveys in [21] show that decision tree learning is very 

effective for problems that possess the following characteristics: (1) Objects are 

represented by attribute-value pairs; (2) the target class are discrete values; (3) disjunctive 
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descriptions are required; (4) the training data may contains errors or be missing attribute 

values. This thesis contains all of the characteristics stated above. As a result, decision 

tree was chosen for the data mining framework. 

 

As section 2.5.1.1 mentioned, C4.5 is a landmark in decision tree learning, and is robust 

in handling both continuous and discrete attributes, as well as missing values and pruning 

tree. On the other hand, according to surveys in [39], improvements of this algorithm, 

such as C5.0, are rarely recognized as being considerable improvements in precision over 

a wide spectrum of diverse datasets. Therefore, C4.5 is a good choice for this thesis.  

5.3.1  Experiments and Results of Classification 

In the first experiment, the decision tree algorithm C4.5 with 10-Fold Cross-validation 

[17] is applied on the user datasets which contain information about all landing page 

visits. The generated decision tree shown in Figure 5.11 is a top-down hierarchy tree, 

where the left-most nodes represent the top decision nodes and right-most nodes represent 

the classification results as leaf nodes. Each node in between ends stands for a particular 

attribute chosen by the algorithm for making an interim decision. Moreover, each branch 

of the tree represents a rule made up by sequential decisions. All of the nodes or attributes 

are marked as bold words followed by an equal sign and the value of each attribute. The 

right-most value represents the target class of each rule, which is either Lead or Non-Lead. 

 

At each node, the data set is split into subsets based on the values of the attribute at the 

node. The top node contains the most information about the target classification, the 

second node contains the second most informative information about the classification at 

that level, and so on. 

 

 

pricerange = 200 : Non Lead (0.70) 

pricerange = 200-400 

|    pageview = pas5 : Non Lead (0.95) 

|    pageview = pas6 : Lead   (0.8) 

|    pageview = pas7 : Lead   (1.0) 

|    pageview = pa11 

|    |    ad_name = ON : Non Lead (1.0) 
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|    |    ad_name = AB : Non Lead   (0.75) 

|    |    ad_name = BC : Lead   (1.0) 

|    |    ad_name = NL : Non Lead   (1.0) 

|    |    ad_name = unknown : Lead   (1.0) 

|    pageview = pa10 

|    |    intent = intent_not_available :  Non Lead  (1.0) 

|    |    intent = buy-sell: Non Lead  (0.75) 

|    |    intent = buy : Lead   (0.70) 

|    |    intent = sell : Non Lead  (1.0) 

|    |    intent = unknown : Non Lead  (1.0) 

|    pageview = mort0 : Lead   (0.61) 

pricerange = 400-600 

|    iplocation = ON : Non Lead  (1.0) 

|    iplocation = NS : Lead   (1.0) 

pricerange = 600-800 : Lead   (1.0) 

pricerange = 800-1000 : Non Lead  (0.66) 

pricerange = 1000 

|    error = no_error : Non Lead  (1.0) 

|    error = yes : Lead   (1.0) 

pricerange = pr_not_available : Non Lead  (0.99) 

pricerange = unknown : Non Lead  (0.98) 

 

 

Figure 5.11  Decision Tree for landing page users. 

 

The examples classification rules for leads: 

 

1. if  pricerange = “200-400” and  pageview = “pa10” and intent = “buy”  then 

Class = “Lead”  (0.70) 

 

2. if  pricerange = “200-400” and  pageview =“mort0” then Class = “Lead”  (0.61) 

 

3. if  pricerange = “200-400” and  pageview =“pas6” then Class = “Lead”  (0.8) 

 

4. if  pricerange = “200-400” and  pageview =“pas7” then Class = “Lead”  (1.0) 

 

5. if  pricerange = “200-400” and  pageview =“pa11” and ad_name = BC then 

Class = “Lead”  (1.0) 

 

6. if  pricerange = “400-600” and  iplocation =“NS” then Class = “Lead”  (1.0) 

 

7. if  pricerange = “600-800” then Class = “Lead”  (1.0) 

 

8. if  pricerange = “1000” and  error =“ no_error” then Class = “Lead”  (1.0) 
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The examples of  classification rules for Non-Lead Users: 

 

1.  if  pricerange = “200”  then Class = “Non Lead”  (0.70) 

 

2.  if  pricerange = “200-400” and  pageview = “pas5” then Class = “Non Lead”  

(0.95) 

 

3. if  pricerange = “200-400” and  pageview = “pas5” then Class = “Non Lead”  

(0.95) 

 

4. if  pricerange = “200-400” and  pageview = pa10 and intent = sell then Class = 

“Non Lead”  (1.0) 

 

5. if  pricerange = “200-400” and pageview = pa10 and  intent = buy-sell then 

Class = “Non Lead”  (0.75) 

 

6. if  pricerange = “200-400” and pageview = pa10 and intent = 

intent_not_available then Class = “Non Lead”  (1.0) 

 

7.  if  pricerange = “200-400” and  pageview = “pa11” and ad_name = ON  then 

Class = “Non Lead”  (1.0) 

 

8.  if  pricerange = “200-400” and  pageview = “pa11” and ad_name = AB  then 

Class = “Non Lead”  (0.75) 

 

9.  if  pricerange = “400-600” and iplocation= “ON” then Class = “Lead”  (1.0) 

 

10.  if  pricerange = “800-1000”  then Class = “Non Lead”  (0.66) 

 

11.  if  pricerange = “1000” and error = no_error then Class = “Non Lead”  (1.0) 

 

12.  if  pricerange = “pr_not_available” then Class = “Non Lead”  (0.99) 

 

5.3.2 Analysis of Classification Rules: 

The decision tree provides rules that are related to landing page version, ad name, ip 

location, price range, user intent to buy or sell, etc., which can be used as guidelines for 

selecting more productive landing pages to convert a user into a lead. Here, the landing 

page version is used as an example to show how a decision tree can help design landing 

pages. Currently, there are nine landing pages available: pas5, pas6, pas7, pas8, pa11, 

pa10, mort0, real10 and real11. These landing pages can be divided into three sections to 
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serve different purposes: pas5, pas6, pas7, pas8 are designed to attract users who are 

interested in the company’s rewards program; and pa11 and pa10 are designed to serve all 

categories of users. Finally, mort0, real10 and real11 are designed to attract users who are 

interested in mortgages. 

 

More than half (61%) of the users who visited the mortgage landing page “mot0” became 

leads. However, the decision tree did not generate any rules for real10 and real11, which 

is also a mortgage-related landing page. This means that these two pages do not have any 

effect on generating lead users, which indicates that the mortgage landing page mort0 is 

performing well to convert mortgage users into leads, while real10 and real11 need to be 

reviewed or improved for better performance.  

 

The two rules below indicate that landing page 10 performs very well (a 70% lead 

generation) for users who want to buy homes within a price range of $200K-$400K 

(“200-400”). On the other hand, the landing page performs very poorly (a 100% no-lead 

generation) for users within the same price range but with the intent to sell a home rather 

than to buy one. 

 

1. if  pricerange = “200-400” and  pageview = “pa10” and intent = “buy”,  then 

Class = “Lead”  (0.70) 

2. if  pricerange = “200-400” and  pageview = pa10 and intent = sell, then Class = 

“Non Lead”  (1.0) 

 

The rules detailed below are related to landing page 11, which performs well with 

advertisements targeting users from “BC” (a 100% lead generation rate). On the other 

hand, the same landing page has a very poor performance for advertisements related to 

“ON” and “AB” users. 

 

1. if  pricerange = “200-400” and  pageview =“pa11” and ad_name = BC, then 

Class = “Lead”  (1.0) 

2. if  pricerange = “200-400” and  pageview = “pa11” and ad_name = ON,  then 

Class = “Non Lead”  (1.0) 

3.  if  pricerange = “200-400” and  pageview = “pa11” and ad_name = AB,  then 

Class = “Non Lead”  (0.75) 
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These results indicate that for users from “AB” and “ON”, the landing page needs to be 

modified on a trial-and-error basis to increase lead generation. 

 

Regarding choice rewards landing pages, version 7 performs the best, with 100% of 

visitors turning into leads. This landing page has detailed information about the rewards 

programs and also shows the actual amounts of points users can get if they buy or sell a 

house. Interestingly, landing page versions 5 and 6, which share similar designs, perform 

quite differently. Version 5 turns 95% of its visitors into non-leads, but version 6 turns 80% 

of its visitors into leads. The only difference between versions 5 and 6 is the instruction 

sentence. Instead of “Pick your points program to get started!”, as used in version 5, 

version 6 uses the sentence “What points program do you use?” as the instruction 

sentence. This fact shows that a small design pattern may affect the performance of a 

landing page in terms of lead productivity. The decision tree can help to identify which 

design pattern works better than others. 

5.3.3 Important Factors for Lead Generations for the Real Estate Service 

Provider: 

 

The decision tree provides several interesting factors which are important to determine 

whether a visit is a lead or not. One such important factor is price range of the visitor. The 

current business scenario contains various price ranges for example, <200k, 200-400k, 

400-600k etc. The results show that some landing pages performed well with particular 

price range in converting visitors into leads. On the other hand some landing pages show 

poor performance with particular price range in converting visitors into leads. Another 

important factor that plays vital role in converting visitors into lead is the intention of 

visitor whether they are interested in buying property or selling property. For example,  

landing page version “pa10” works good for visitors who intent to buy rather visitors who 

intent to sell. The visitors location also plays important role in determining lead users for 

example, particular landing pages perform well with certain combination of users’ 

location and their price range. Lastly, the text of the various offer in the landing page 

should be considered as important factor while designing the landing pages, it is observed 

that two landing pages which only differ by  the text of the offer perform differently in 
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terms of converting visitors into leads. The findings are only based on the datasets that is 

used in this research for experiments, If more data were to be used, other factors might be 

more important and some of the important factors that is described here might play less 

important roles. 
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Chapter 6 Conclusion and Future Work 
 

6. 1 Conclusion 

In this thesis, a symmetric approach and prototype of an automatic lead generation system 

for online real estate services is developed. The system has been evaluated by exploiting 

various data mining techniques and comparing them through experiments. At the end, 

best data mining techniques are adopted suitable for customer leads generation.  

 

The study worked with a new type of business scenario – real estate service providers. 

The main business model for this type of company is to attract customers by providing 

effective landing pages with proper information. This customer lead generation system is 

capable of identifying effective landing pages on websites to maximize lead conversion. 

Data mining techniques such as classification and association rule mining are employed 

for identifying the proper landing pages. The results of classification rules can tell which 

groups of users are more likely turned into leads, so that the corresponding pages/ads on 

the website may be designed to attract those users. The association rules technique 

provides useful information for webpage designers, in that the togetherness of certain 

association patterns is important, as are correlations among attributes in terms of desired 

target analysis. 

 

This framework includes data model analysis and design for online real estate service 

providers, automatic data integration methods for multiple online web data streams, and 

data mining solutions for lead pattern discovery and lead prediction. The experiments, 

carried out on a real-world online real estate service provider’s dataset, demonstrate that 

the proposed system is able to empower online real estate service companies to quickly 

and effectively generate targeted customer leads, which may have significant potential on 

lead generation for other online businesses as well. 
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6.2 Future Work 

The following area is of possible research interest to improve the automatic lead 

generation system. 

 In this thesis, we have applied the data mining techniques only on web click-

stream data. In the next phase, web page content and web click-stream data can be 

combined for lead generation. 

 A knowledge base of lead generation can be developed and updated periodically 

to dynamically update the knowledge in order to best support business practices. 

 This system can be extended to a real-time lead generation system that could 

select the most effective landing page by matching user requests with the existing 

knowledge base. 
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